
Sirpa Välimaa

Visit to Stora Enso in Sweden
Pro Carton Young Designer Award Training Days 2022



Once upon a time (actually in 2019) there were 
two talented designers, So Hyeon Kim and 
Mariella Drechsler, who won Pro Carton Young 
Designers Award 
 
The awards main prize was sponsored by Stora 
Enso and Graphic Packaging and talented 
designers were awarded with a trip to Sweden to 
better know the value chain behind packages
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Our journey together 
started in Karlstad
We enjoyed beautiful autumn scenes and Stadshotellet´s hospitality
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Welcoming dinner in 
restaurant Naviero

• Had plentiful tapas together with 
Katarina Roos (Karlstad Research 
Center), Sofie Erhage (Skoghall mill) 
and Hilma Nilsson (Forest Sweden)
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Mariella 
had almost 
a signature 

drink on 
the menu

Thank you 
Hilma for 

introducing 
your black 

Labrador as 
well



Forest visit
• Hilma Nilsson was giving us an amazing morning 

explaining about sustainable forestry and naturally 
ordered the perfect weather 

• A lovely cup of coffee and tea with cinnamon buns 
crowned our morning
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Blueberries!!
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Sofie Erhage hosted us at Stora Enso Skoghall mill –           
I think we were most impressed about 300 m long BM8



In Stora Enso Karlstad Research 
Center Katarina Roos shared research 
insights and Anna Nyberg presented 
us great packages from Stora Enso 

materials
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Ove Eriksson presented us Beer & 
Beverage laboratory and demonstrated 
multipack testing
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Katarina Roos further taught us about barrier properties and the 
importance of taint & odor in packaging. We also learnt that wood 
diameter is not straight forward measure expressing the tree age.
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Stora Enso Stockholm office 

• Meeting Packaging Connects Team members Sofia 
Hallbäck & Hanna Andersson from Barrier Solutions 

and Kajsa Dalin from Project Management Office 
sharing insights from their work
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Enjoying Stockholm Old town and naturally “fika”



Glass of wine to share our 
experiences and to reflect the 

past days before we said goodbye 
– until the next time we meet
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Thank you for visiting us!
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